It has been known for more than thirty years that the degree of a nonstandard model of true arithmetic is a subuniform upper bound for the arithmetic sets (suub). Here a notion of generic enumeration is presented with the property that the degree of such an enumeration is an suub but not the degree of a non-standard model of true arithmetic. This anwers a question posed in the literature.
Introduction
An enumeration is a subset E of ! !. The enumeration E is said to be an enumeration of C = def ffx : (x; y) 2 Eg : y 2 !g and to include any class contained in C.
A degree a is a uniform upper bound (uub) for the arithmetic sets if there exists E of degree a which is an enumeration of the class A of arithmetic sets, and a is a subuniform upper bound (suub) for the arithmetic sets if there exists E of degree a which is an enumeration including the class A of arithmetic sets.
elements of M such that X = fn : M j = '(n)g, where n is the numeral corresponding to n. Let the set of all sets representable in M be denoted by r(M).
It is well-known that for any nonstandard model M of PA the set of representable sets may be written: r(M) = ffn 2 ! : M j = p M n j ag : a 2 !g: (1) where p M n denotes the n th prime in M. It is also known that r(M) is a Scott set in the sense that it is closed downwards with respect to T 
we see that, for any model M of PA, r(M) has degree deg(M). In particular, if a 2 D TA , then some enumeration of a Scott set which includes A is of degree a. Further, given an enumeration of degree a of a class of size at least two, it is easy to nd an enumeration of the same class of degree a. Hence, every a 2 D TA is an suub. This is the basis of our approach to the problem at hand. In x2 we develop a notion of e-generic enumeration. From the de nitions it follows immediately that an e-generic enumeration is an enumeration including A. In x4 we show that, if E is an e-generic enumeration, then for each i 2 !, either fig E (seen as a partial function from ! ! to f0; 1g) is not total, or it is not the enumeration of a Scott set including A. Actually, it turns out that fig E can not even enumerate a set including A which is closed downward under Turing reducibility. Thus the method gives a stronger result than the one stated above.
The previous paragraph contains all we really need to obtain the proof of our theorem. However, we now mention some closely related facts and questions which will establish the context of the paper. Other discussion and useful background information can be found in 6], 3], 4], 8], 9], and 11]. For the rest of the paper, except where we refer explicitly to the standard model N, all models considered are nonstandard models of PA.
As mentioned above, if M j = PA then r(M) is a Scott set. Conversely, for any countable Scott set S there is a model M of PA such that r(M) = S. From work of Knight 2, Lemma 2.2] it is known that if S is a countable Scott set containing the arithmetic sets then there exists a model M of TA such that r(M) = S. This also follows from the results of Solovay and Marker below.
The converse is immediate.
As noted above for any countable model M of PA we have an enumeration E of the Scott set r(M) such that deg(E) deg(M). For any enumeration E, E n] denotes fx 2 ! : (x; n) 2 Eg, and we say that n is an index of E n] in E.
We say that E is an e ective enumeration of a Scott set if there are recursive functions f, g, and h which witness the e ectiveness of the three conditions for being a Scott set, namely: (i) E f(x;y)] = E x] E y] ; (ii) if X = fig E y] then X = E g(i;y)] ; and (iii) if E x] is an in nite tree T then E h(x)] 2 T]: Solovay 11] proved that the degrees of models of TA are precisely the degrees of e ective enumerations of Scott sets containing the arithmetic sets. Also, for a particular such Scott set S the degrees of models whose Scott set is S are the degrees of the e ective enumerations of S. Theorem 1.1 (Solovay) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) d is the degree of a nonstandard model of TA; (ii) for some S which is a Scott set containing the arithmetic sets there is an e ective enumeration E of S such that deg(E) d.
Solovay wrote out his proof in 11] but never published it. For a published proof of Solovay's result see Knight 3] . It follows that the degrees of models of TA are closed upwards, although this had been proved by D. Marker before Solovay's theorem. After Solovay's theorem Macintyre and Marker 8] studied degrees of recursively saturated models of arithmetic and a consequence of their work was that in condition (ii) above \e ective enumeration" can be replaced simply by \enumeration". Theorem 1.2 (Marker) If E is an enumeration of a Scott set S, then there is an e ective enumeration E 0 of S such that E 0 T E:
Letting \d mta" abbreviate \d is the degree of a model of TA", we have
The second implication was explained above immediately after (2), while the rst implication follows easily from the theorems of Marker and Solovay just stated.
The work of Knight, Lachlan, and Soare 5] and Lerman 7] led to the question of which of these implications could be reversed. In 6], we proved that
The main result of the present paper is that d suub 6=) d mta: (5) Hence, neither of the implications in (3) can be reversed.
We close the introduction with some remarks on notation. The proof of the \free basis" lemma 4.3 (see 6, Lemma 2.4]) is geared to a particular de nition of the jump operator. So for A ! de ne the jump of A to be A 0 = fhx; yi : x 2 W A y g, where (x; y) 7 ! hx; yi is a xed computable bijection from ! ! onto !. Despite this special usage of h ; i, angle brackets will normally be used to denote sequences.
We use 2 ! (2 <! ) to denote the set of functions from (proper initial segments of) ! into f0; 1g. Members of 2 <! are sometimes referred to as strings.
Following tradition we allow the notation for a subset of ! to also denote its characteristic function. To avoid possible confusion we use to denote the empty string.
A tree is a subset T 2 <! which is closed under initial segments, i. Cohen forcing will be indicated below by the symbol c . For the second notion of forcing consider the language L 2 obtained from the language of arithmetic by adjoining binary relation symbols E and R and unary relation symbols G n , n 2 !. Here E represents an undetermined binary relation on !, R a xed enumeration R of the arithmetic sets, and G n an undetermined subset of !. As above the symbols of arithmetic are given their standard interpretations. In order to de ne the partial ordering which speci es the new forcing let T denote the set of triples n ( ; e; k) : c \feg G ;
(k) is total with range f0; 1g" o : (6) Next de ne E the set of forcing conditions to consist of all nite sequences: p = h( i ; e i ; k i ; n i ) : i < li (7) such that (i) k 0 < k 1 < : : : < k l?1
(ii) n 0 < n 1 < : : : < n l?1 (iii) ( i ; e i ; k i ) 2 T for all i < l.
The number l is called the length of p and is denoted by l(p), the number k l?1 is denoted by k(p), and n l?1 is denoted by n(p). Let An atomic or negated atomic L 2 -sentence which contains neither E, nor G n for any n, is forced by p 2 E just if it is true in the standard model. To complete the description of the forcing we have in mind, which will be called e-forcing, we will now indicate how atomic and negated-atomic sentences containing E and G i are forced by conditions in E. The meaning of \p e '" for a non-atomic L 2 -sentences ' is determined by the usual inductive de nition. The intuition which governs how statements about E are forced is as follows. A generic object for this forcing is a sequence S = hG 0 ; e 0 ; k 0 ; n 0 ; G 1 ; e 1 ; k 1 ; n 1 ; : : :i, where G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : are independent Cohen generics and hk i : i < !i and hn i : i < !i are strictly increasing. The denition of E ensures that for each i, fe i g Gi ; (k i ) is a characteristic function. Let n ?1 = 0. We create the enumeration E from the generic S by requiring:
Thus we are using fe i g Gi ; (k i ) to ll in rows n i?1 , n i?1 + 1, : : : , n i ? 1 of the enumeration E. With this in mind we stipulate that p e (k; n) 2 E if there exists i < l such that n i?1 n < n i and i c \fe i g G ; (k i ) (n ? n i?1 + k(n i ? n i?1 )) = 1"; and that p e : (k; n) 2 E if there exists i < l such that n i?1 n < n i and i c \fe i g G ; (k i ) (n ? n i?1 + k(n i ? n i?1 )) = 0". A sequence S = hG 0 ; e 0 ; k 0 ; n 0 ; G 1 ; e 1 ; k 1 ; n 1 ; : : :i is called an e-generic if for every L 2 -sentence there exists a forcing condition q = h( i ; e i ; k i ; n i ) : i < li:
We say that the e-generic S extends q if q is of the given form and the rst conjunct holds.
With each e-generic S we associate the -increasing sequence hp j : j < !i, where p j = h( j;i ; e i ; k i ; n i ) : i < ji; and where, for i j, j;i is the least initial segment of G i of length at least j such that ( ; e i ; k i ) 2 T. Associated with S is an enumeration E de ned by (8) . An enumeration is called an e-generic enumeration if it is the E associated with some e-generic S. If is an L 2 -sentence then (N; E; R) j = if and only if p j e for some j < !.
The following technical lemma will be useful in x4. Lemma 2.2 Let p 2 E and let be an L 2 -sentence which does not contain any unary predicate symbols G n with n l(p). If there exists p 0 p such that p 0 , then there exists such p 0 with l(p 0 ) = l(p) + 1.
Proof. To avoid a lot of tedious notation we shall con ne ourselves to an intuitive sketch. The basic principle at work here is that, if p 0 and q forces every atomic and negated atomic sentence which is both forced by p 0 and in the language of , then q also. Suppose p 00 p and p 00
. Let l, l 00 , s denote l(p), l(p 00 ), and l 00 ? l, Since ; (k 00 i ) is computable from ; (k 00 l 00 ?1 ) for each i, l i < l 00 , we can nd p 0 p with l(p 0 ) = l + 1 and k 0 l = k 00 l 00 ?1 which forces any L 2 -sentence, not containing any G n with n l, that p 00 forces.
We now make some remarks about the ideas underlying e-forcing, which we hope will make the argument in x4 seem more natural. The starting point is the notion of forcing used in 6] which for the purposes of this discussion will be referred to as r-forcing (for row forcing). In r-forcing a condition consists of a natural number n together with the values of E(x; y) for all y < n. Moreover, the rows thereby speci ed for E are drawn from the jump ideal B G generated by A and a xed Cohen generic G. Let us x i 2 ! and consider the problem of nding an enumeration E which includes A such that fig E is not an enumeration of a Scott set including A.
If there is an r-condition p such that Let T denote the set of all 2 2 <! such that ( ) for some 2 U. Clearly T is r.e. and ; 00 = (f) 2 T]. Recall from 6, De nition 2.3] that T is free on B ! if for every h 2 2 B there exists g 2 T] such that h g. By Lemma 2.4 of 6], since T is r.e. and ; 00 2 T], there is an in nite computable set B on which T is free. We x h 2 2 B which is Turing equivalent to G. Using the compactness of 2 ! we obtain f 0 2 U] such that (f 0 ) is compatible with h. Moreover, we may choose f 0 computable in G ; 0 since G 0 T G ; 0 . 
Above, to simplify the discussion, we assumed that p determines a single row. Let us suppose p actually determines the rst n rows of E, then p 0 also xes the rst n rows.
Recall that i has been xed and we are describing how to construct E such that fig E is not an enumeration of a Scott set including A. At this point we have speci ed E on its rst n rows by means of p 0 . Now we envisage lling the remaining rows of E by r-forcing but with the restriction that the new rows come only from A. So we are changing the notion or r-forcing slightly, but (9) still holds.
Since G is generic any Scott set which includes A fGg also includes (G ; 0 ) 0 Here A codes the rows n through m of E. The functional is found by an argument similar to that which gave us above.
Next we show that the functional can be chosen so that the use of applied to (G; ; 0 ; X) is computable in G ; (k) which contradicts one of our initial assumptions. To nish the argument we note that in the next section it will be shown that, if (10) holds, then the use of applied to (G; ; 0 ; X) cannot be computable in G ; (k) . The upshot of this discussion is that there is in fact a condition which r-forces \ fig E is not an enumeration of a Scott set including A ".
What we have just described is an argument that there is no uniform e ective way to pass from an enumeration of a class which includes A to an enumeration of a Scott set including A. It suggests that the kind of e-forcing condition we need consists of a prescription for lling a nite number of \bands" of rows of E, the i-th band being computable in G i ; (ki) , where k i 2 ! and G i is a
Cohen generic. Finally, rather than preselecting the Cohen generics G i , there is clearly an advantage in only specifying each of them up to a Cohen forcing condition in a given e-condition.
The Friedberg reduction
In the proof of his well-known Jump Theorem 
Generic enumerations
In this section we recall a lemma from 6] and prove two lemmas about e-forcing.
The second one says that for i 2 ! no p in E forces \fig E enumerates a Scott set which includes A". On the other hand it is immediate that every e-generic enumeration E includes A. So we have: Theorem 4.1 The degree of an e-generic enumeration is a subuniform upper bound for the arithmetic sets but not the degree of a nonstandard model of true arithmetic.
We now turn to the lemmas which are required.
De nition 4.2 Let B ! be in nite and T 2 <! . We say T is free on B if for every h 2 2 B there exists f 2 T] such that h f.
The following is a special case of Lemma 2. Then there exist q p and j such that l(q) = l(p) + 1 and such that G l(p) T ( fig E ) j] ;
for every e-generic S extending q, where E is the enumeration determined by S.
Proof. Let k denote k(p). By Lemma 2.2 choose p 0 p and j such that is uniformly computable in (X ; (k+1) ) (3) . Hence, there exists e such that (X) = feg X ; 
>From (12) and (13) 
From Lemma 2.2 we may assume that l(q 0 ) = l(q) + 1 = l + 2, where l denotes l(p). For m < l + 2 let the m-th component of q 0 be denoted ( m ; e m ; k m ; n m ). Since ( l+1 ; e l+1 ; k l+1 ) is in T (the set de ned by (6)), for all x and all l+1 , there exists such that fe l+1 g ; (k(q 0 )) (x)#2 f0; 1g. Therefore there exists a set C computable in ; (k(q 0 )) such that C l+1 and fe l+1 g C ; (k(q 0 )) is total with range f0; 1g. Note that r forces rows n(q) through n(q 0 ) ? 1 (= n(r) ? 1) of E to be lled in by A.
To complete the proof we will study how the row ( ; x; y) = fe l g ; (k(q)) (y ? n(p) + x(n(q) ? n(p))) ( 2 2 ! ; n(p) y < n(q)): Thus computes rows n(p) through n(q) ? 1 of E from G l and ; (k(q)) . De ne the functional ? by: ?( ; x; y) = (y ? n(q) + x(n(q 0 ) ? n(q))) ( 2 2 ! ; n(q) y < n(q 0 )):
The functional ? is a device for varying rows n(q) through n(q 0 )?1 of E freely.
Using an oracle for ; (k(q)) we e ectively enumerate a set Q of 4-tuples. . When an eligible 4-tuple ( ; ; x; y) is found we enumerate in Q all the extensions of ( ; ; x; y) which are minimal subject to being consistent with all 4-tuples already enumerated in Q. We may view Q as a set of axioms for a continuous functional whose domain is a subset of 2 ! 2 ! and whose range is included in the set of partial characteristic functions. The presence of ( ; ; x; y) in Q says that ( ; ; x) = y. Clearly, this functional is partial computable relative to ; (k(q)) . 
Consider an e-generic S which extends h 0 ; e 0 ; k 0 ; n 0 ; : : : ; l1 ; e l?1 ; k l?1 ; n l?1 ; ; e l ; k l ; n l ; ; e l+1 ; k l+1 ; n l+1 i
and which is such that the associated enumeration E extends . Since S extends q 0 , for the associated E and Cohen generic G l from (15) we have The claims taken together contradict Lemma 3.1, which completes the proof of the lemma.
